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GLOBAL 
COLLABORATION

CUSTOMIZED REPORTING

INTEGRATION

AUTOMATION

EVENT PERFORMANCE
& MEASURABLE ROI

LEAD CAPTURE

MEASUREMENT DASHBOARD
& ANALYTICS

THE POWERFUL EVENT STRATEGY 
THAT DRIVES ROI AND CREATES 

INSTANT VALUE
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WELCOME TO YOUR EVENT CLOUD 
The event manager’s toolkit that redefines best practices in overseeing every aspect of an event 

program - from registration of attendees and staffing of events to sophisticated lead capture 
that generates measurable ROI.
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Lead Capture 

Event Strategy 

Inventory Tracking

File Management

Tasks

Digital Asset Management 

Fulfillment Processing 

Event Performance & ROI

Budgets & Expenses

Surveys

System Integration

Real-Time Automation

Intuitive Measurement Dashboard

Staffing

Travel

REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR EVENT PROGRAM
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115,000
events annually

240,000
professionals

1,000,000 
projects
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DIRECT EVERY ASPECT OF
YOUR EVENT PROGRAM

With the Event Intelligence Dashboard
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MEASUREMENT DASHBOARD
Real-time business intelligence.
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COMPREHENSIVE LOOK
Take a snapshot of your entire program or filter by spend, events, inventory, staff, or leads. Access data points 
from any time period to recognize trends and distribute resources when and where they are needed.

PRECISE ANALYSIS
Make informed decisions according to actual performance as opposed to arbitrary budget figures.
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STAFF
Mobilize your team.
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EVERY EVENT COVERED
Assign booth staff based on the dynamic event schedule with the flexibility to accommodate for individual roles and needs. 

...AND ACCOUNTED FOR
Generate staff reports and distribute personalized itineraries at the click of a button. Send and receive staff confirmations 
with customized profiles to keep your resource planning organized and ensure all your events are covered.
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HOUSING
Manage logistics from one simple platform.
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KEEP YOUR TEAM FOCUSED
Track hotel and rental car details for staff members. The system is loaded with tools to help simplify the process.

NO DETAIL OVERLOOKED
Integrate with third party systems, link maps, and directions, and stay on top of reservations with a confirmation indicator function.
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TASKS
Manage a single workflow.
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COMPLETE VISIBILITY 
Delegate tasks at the click of a button and oversee them through completion. Users can quickly update or complete tasks in a single click. 
Time-stamped assignments, due dates, automated status reports, and scheduled reminders push projects towards completion while 
creating accountability. 

COMPREHENSIVE ACCOUNTABILITY 
The system is integrated to track hours and attach project files for added efficiency.
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SHIPPING
What your team wants, when they want it.
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PHYSICAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT DRIVES PRE-SHOW EXECUTION
Have inventory and freight details on your dashboard at all times. Manage orders, shipping, vendors, crates,  
and supplies from a single platform that updates in real-time.

AUTOMATED INVENTORY
A robust fulfillment system automates re-order requests and tracks product levels based on up-to-the-second shipping data.
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BUDGETS & EXPENSES
Real-time planning and accounting.
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BUDGETS
Create custom budgets that populate automatically from imported data. Allow vendor access to add estimates or deliver invoices, 
increasing efficiency and eliminating costly administrative time. Generate on-demand reports or get snapshots of dynamic vs. actual 
reports based in real-time. 

EXPENSES
Manage all your expenses from a single dashboard. Approve, schedule, and pay with a single click. All of your actions are time and date 
stamped and immediately reconciled with the rest of your books and updated in all of your reporting.  
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STRATEGY
Create and follow a comprehensive game plan  

to achieve your team’s objectives.
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A ROAD MAP TO SUCCESS
Event Intelligence’s one-of-a-kind strategy interface allows you to detail each project stage by assigning resources, priorities, and 
measurable results while closely following their execution. Break out complex projects into a series of tangible targets to increase 
organization, clarity of purpose, communication, and accountability.

PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER
A custom scoring method allocates weights and ratings to each phase to produce greater efficiencies in resource allocation.
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CUSTOMIZED PRESENTATIONS MADE EASY
Reports are automated as they integrate data inputs in real-time.
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INSTANT REPORTING 
Effortlessly generate custom reports based on expenses, budgets, task completions, staffing, or an entire event overview.

ANY FORMAT YOU NEED 
Reports can be delivered in PDF, HTML or EXCEL formats to view easily or share.
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CAPTURE EVERY OPPORTUNITY
How Media Suite and Event Intelligence turn 
tradeshow floor interactions into customers.
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GENERATE LEADS
Media Suite lead capture technology generates leads from the showroom floor by monitoring content downloads and click-throughs. 
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KNOW YOUR MARKET
Media Suite lets you know what items were viewed, clicked, and selected to better qualify leads.
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CREATE A STRATEGY
Event Intelligence aggregates and quantifies responses, making it easier for your sales team to turn warm prospects into customers.

WORK SMARTER
Graph, view, and analyze lead data by event, value, type, and rating to quantify your efforts driving your ROI.



MEDIA APPS
Manage digital assets, sales, HR, marketing,  

budgets, and inventory in the palm of your hand. 
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MEDIA APPS ARE LOADED WITH FEATURES 
FOR EVERY ASPECT OF YOUR BUSINESS

Lead Capture

Marketing

Digital Asset Management

Human Resources

Sales

Barcoding
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LEAD CAPTURE
Use a custom interface to turn exhibit floor engagement into bottom-line results. Scan attendee badges to capture contact info and generate 
emails with digital media for instant feedback. Attract prospects with large touch screens and equip each sales rep with an iPad app. DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

Enjoy the freedom to host multiple brands, 
verticals or segments without the need to produce 
hard-copy brochures. Sales reps and prospects 
personalize their interactive catalog experience 
by selecting digital media – brochures, videos, and 
white papers – while driving real-time analytics.

SALES
Extend your reach with seamless CRM integration 
and robust back-end analytics, all within a user-
friendly interface. Media Apps improve sales 
growth with increased ROI and ROO.
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MARKETING
Maximizing the power of cloud technology, the Media Suite Dashboard combines interactive analytics with custom measurement.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Designed to simplify the prospective employee’s access to job openings with an instant application interaction. Reduce response 
time and streamline employee pre-qualification by capturing application-specific information that calculates an overall score.

BARCODING
Save the cost and inconvenience of expensive barcode readers in your distribution facilities. The easy-to-use app 
can be loaded onto almost any device and allows you to track shipments, perishable inventories, and crate contents.



INCREASE BOTTOM-LINE RESULTS
With seamless collaboration and performance measurement

INCREASE BOTTOM-LINE RESULTS
With seamless collaboration and performance measurement
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THE PLATFORM FOR BEST PRACTICES  
IN BUSINESS AND EVENT MANAGEMENT

Creative, innovative, and strategic, 2020 Exhibits offers a comprehensive range of customized tradeshow exhibits, events, 
environments, and experiences.  As a full-service global event marketer, our award-winning team of seasoned event 

professionals works collaboratively with clients worldwide to create engaging and interactive brand experiences, while 
driving bottom-line success and growth.  Powered by Event Intelligence, clients can direct every aspect of their event 

programs, creating immediate value and generating measurable ROI.  Welcome to Your Event Cloud ~ Event Intelligence.  

GET STARTED
800.856.6659

www.2020exhibits.com/event-intelligence/

http://www.2020exhibits.com/request-quote/

